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Stainless Steel Products

BLÜCHER® Stainless Steel drainage systems – Shower grating, 
Alpha Bank Head Office, Athens
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Yesterday
The STAVRIANOS® firm, a family business, was established in 1930 and rapidly was converted into 
a leading steel factory for its time. After the war, from 1950 to 1970 we contributed to our country’s 
reconstruction, by producing reinforced concrete steel bars.

Today
During the 80’s, the STAVRIANOS® company responded to the challenges of a united European 
Common market, with new products and ideas, like Stainless Steel. Today the experienced team 
of STAVRIANOS® can deliver any technical demanding project, regardless the level of difficulty. 
Having in a stock a big variety of stainless steel raw materials, state of the art machinery, highly 
skilled personnel devoted to the absolute technical perfection, we have so far delivered public or 
private projects in a great diversity of applications such as:

•	  Stainless steel balusters 
 Olympic Athens stadium, Athens Airport Metro station, New passenger terminal in Patras Harbor.

•	 Steel fabrications 
  Stainless steel wall cladding, Steel Fire escape staircases, Weather glass & metal shelters, Customized 

products 
.

•	 Hygienic drainage systems
 Production of “Poseidon”, a brand name for stainless steel drainage systems and gratings.

•	 R & D
 Developing new ideas and producing custom made products, such as Structural Bearing Slips.

Tomorrow
We are aiming at a continuous improvement in understanding and servicing our clients technical 
needs, which results in the production of even more products. We are targeting at establishing our 
services and satisfying the needs of the local and international market.

Construction of Stainless Steel railings by Stavrianos®, New Harbor of Patras

Steel Rolling Mills, Stavrianos Industry,1970



Τhe Stavrianos ® stainless steel products, offer many advantages 
in technical applications, construction projects or servicing the 
Industry:

 
  
  
  

• Highly aesthetic appearance
• Easy cleaning that maintains hygiene 
• High quality final products
• Special custom made solutions
• Certification according to ISO 9001:2008 
• Products conformity according to CE

Τhe Stavrianos ® products are made using the most advanced 
production procedures by state of the art Laser cutting machines, 
CNC bending, welding and surface finishing.
All our products comply with the most demanding specifications 
against rust and secure safety and hygienic.

TRUMPF Laser Cutting machine Precision cutting: +/- 0.1mm
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Stavrianos®  Stainless steel wall cladding, Athens International Airport – Departure area

Steel Rolling Mills, Stavrianos Industry,1970

STAVRIANOS
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Bending
Stainless steel relays an intense aesthetic appearance and has  
strong resistance properties to corrosion, is the ideal candidate 
for internal or external wall surface.

The STAVRIANOS® company can design and produce a variety  
of stainless steel metal applications, such as stainless steel 
door frames or high class decorative stainless steel furniture.

Construction of Stainless steel railings by Stavrianos®, 
designed by Architect Santiago Calatrava
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Stavrianos® glass baluster, Acropolis

Stavrianos® Stainless steel linear channel with “Dionysus” grating, for liquid 
membrane insulation

Stavrianos® glass railings, Astir Palace - Four Season Hotel
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Creating a product
When designing and implementing a project, there are many 
factors to be taken into account, such as security, physical  
endurance, cost of the project and future maintenance.
The materials must also be environmentally friendly, so as to 
contribute to the viability of the project itself.

We, the Stavrianos®, team, implement the construction by  
selecting the correct technical approach, treating each project as 
unique. With high-tech machinery, we offer a level of services  
in response to customers’ expectations, providing tailor made 
solutions, giving to the product a prestigious appearance  and 
securing minimal maintenance costs.
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Construction of Glass and Stainless steel railings Stavrianos®, Athens Airport Metro Station

Lycabettus Hill Residence
•		Swimming	pοol,	Stavrianos® 

stainless steel inner walls
•		Stainless steel Stavrianos® 

Glass railing
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Stainless Steel linear bathroom channels
Poseidon stainless steel linear channel offers a modern functional and yet  
minimalistic bathroom shower.

The single space bath is an innovative aesthetic solution that comes to reverse the 
traditional confined showers. The Stavrianos team created the Poseidon brand 
name, a new series of stainless steel drainage channels, which frees the design 
of your bathroom. You can choose among five stylish designs. Frendly installation 
making it the ideal choice for new projects or renovations.

Suitable for both residential and professional premises, satisfying the most  
stringent hygiene standards. In lengths 550, 700, 1.000 mm.

Stainless steel Atlantis liquid membrane channel and 120x120 mm “Athina” gratings

Hermes

Artemis

Aphrodite

Aphrodite

Dionysus
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Stainless Steel gratings “POSEIDON” 12x12 cm
Stainless steel is a classic timeless material, distinguished for 
its endurance and its unparalleled quality. 

We the people of Stavrianos created “Poseidon” brand name, 
a new series of affordable stainless sewage gratings. One can 
choose from eight different models, of a sleek grill as a finish of 
the drainage installation in your bathroom.

The Poseidon gratings, is an absolute choice in maintaining  
hygiene and design without rough edges in your bathroom and   
prevent the growth of microbes. 

Your bath is your personal space, where the functionality  
encounters the aesthetic.

Their robust construction makes them suitable for outdoor use, 
such as terraces.

Stainless steel gratings “Athena”

Hermes

Dionysus

Kalypso Zephyr

Apollo

Leto

Αthina Minimal Artemis

Aphrodite Hera

κωδ: 72.120107304

Διάσταση: 12,5 χ12,5 εκ.

Member of TUV NORD Group

SYSTEM CERTIFIC
ATI

O
N

EN  ISO 9001 : 2008

www.stavrianos.gr

Ανοξείδωτη αποχετευτική σχάρα και πλαίσιο, δαπέδου

“Athena”

MONOFYLLA 12x12 2017 ΤΕΛΙΚΟ 2.indd   5
4/5/17   12:59 μ.μ.
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Brass or colored gratings 
“POSEIDON” 12x12 cm

Distinctive “new vintage” look, that guarantees 
a timeless cosmetic. Suitable for every modern design need 

while maintaining the same durability and unmatched quality. 

Type No Style 120x120 with frame

72.120130000 Athena Copper RACK

72.120130001 Athena Vintage RACK

72.120130002 Athena Bronze RACK

72.120112000 Athena Noir RACK

Vintage Athena 

Copper Athena

Noir Athena

Bronze Athena

Stainless steel gratings “Dionysus” Stainless steel gratings “Leto”



Detroit Vienna
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Oslo Athens

Stainless Steel gratings 15x15 cm

Elegant  Gratings

All gratings are equipped with VIENNA rack. 

Other racks can be ordered separately using
the codes below. 

New York Copenhagen

Type No Style 150x150

610.155.426 OSLO RACK

610.155.427 ATHENS RACK

610.155.428 DETROIT RACK

610.155.429 NEW YORK RACK

610.155.521 COPENHAGEN RACK

610.155.421 VIENNA RACK

610.155.500 HYGIENIC RACK

BLÜCHER® Stainless steel drains, Porto Rafti residence BLÜCHER® Stainless steel Multi-top 130x800 mm “Stockholm” drain



Your drainage specialist
BLÜCHER® product range comprises of more than 2,500 products, including standard and customized floor 
drains,roof drains, drainage pipes, and drainage channels.

All of our drainage solutions are manufactured in Denmark from stainless steel to ensure they are of the 
highest quality,offering excellent flow capacity and optimum hygiene with minimum maintenance and a long 
shelf life.

BLÜCHER® a worlwide brandname is represented in 12 European countries,  
and in addition its products are sold by distributors in more than  
40 countries throughout the world.

Production, product development and central administration facilities are located in 
Vildbjerg near Herning in the Western part of Denmark.

BLÜCHER® triangle “Oslo” drain
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BLÜCHER® grating,  
“I Love New York”

BLÜCHER® slot channel 

BLÜCHER® grating “Copenhagen”
& balcony drain with “Vienna” grating

BLÜCHER® drains, 
best quality and value 
for money.
Long term life expectancy. 

BLÜCHER® domestic drain, 
three side inlets and “Vienna” grating.

BLÜCHER® siphonic 
roof vacuum drain
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Your drainage specialist
BLÜCHER® product range comprises of more than 2,500 products, including standard and customized floor 
drains,roof drains, drainage pipes, and drainage channels.

All of our drainage solutions are manufactured in Denmark from stainless steel to ensure they are of the 
highest quality,offering excellent flow capacity and optimum hygiene with minimum maintenance and a long 
shelf life.

BLÜCHER® Industrial drains

BLÜCHER® slot channel 

BLÜCHER® Hygienic Pro channel

BLÜCHER® kitchen Channel,
Hotel Costa Navarino, 
Pilos - Peloponnese 

BLÜCHER® slot channel, 
Athens International Airport
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Customized Channels & Access covers
All our products are made out of high quality raw material, of 
European origin according to EN10025.

We can produce custom made products such as channels or 
access covers, according to specific technical demands, i.e. 
side inlets & outlets. Special heavy duty access covers, i.e.  
dimensions of 1.5 x 4.0 meter are available, as well regular 
square sizes 1x1 m. designed to provide sub-floor access in 
Engineering utilities such as electrical, plumbing, and drainage 
support

Poseidon “U” rain water balcony channel & swimming pool

Poseidon Heel grating, suitable for bare foot areas.

Hinged sealed access covers with gas-strut lift
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Gratings
The Poseidon products of the Stavrianos® company, includes 
custom made hygienic draining channels & gratings in custom 
made dimensions, according to specific requests.

The Poseidon stainless steel surface material comes with 
unique properties, that guarantees and secures excellent  
hygiene. Due to its low surface friction, the development of  
bacteria is substantial low, in comparison to other material such 
plastic or PP.

Stainless steel is a long lasting material, exceptional for its 
strength and unmatched quality.

Floor surface
Poseidon upper part covers can accommodate all types of  
material, such as marble, tiles, industrial floor or plain concrete. 

Load
The access cover can accept vehicles up to 3 T per wheel load, 
which means cars and light delivery trucks. 

Areas of applications 
The Poseidon covers are for residential or industrial use. It can 
be installed in areas to where easy access to under the floor 
mechanical infrastructure is needed.

Advantages
Heavy seal provides water tight security, while the conical 
shaped cover walls ensure fast, with no disruption opening.  
The access cover comes together with lifting keys.

Poseidon 
Manhole Access cover

Poseidon 
kitchen channel, 
at Astir Palace – Four Season
Vouliagmeni

Industrial Custom 
made Poseidon Channel
100 mm welded outlet 
Delta Milk Factory
Ag. Stefanos

Industrial Custom 
made Poseidon
drainage channel
Unilever, Ag.I.Rentis
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BLÜCHER® stainless steel Shower channel

BLÜCHER® Shower gratings, designed in style,provides 
an elegant architectural style.

Suitable for all kind of flooring and bare foot areas. The 
smooth, easy-to-clean stainless steel Shower grating  
surface ensures excellent hygiene, self-cleansing and  
excellent flow capacity.

BLÜCHER® provides safe drainage solutions removing 
water from production areas, utility rooms, kitchens and 
changing rooms.

We offer a wide range of floor drains, channels and  
gratings as standard or customised products.

Every care has been taken to develop aesthetical elegant  
gratings requiring minimum maintenance whilst offering  
excellent hygienic properties and high flow capacities. 

BLÜCHER® Shower channel, Fish shop “Anemotrata”, Ornos - Mykonos

BLÜCHER® shower grating

BLÜCHER® drain channel, Acropolis
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BLÜCHER® has the most extensive range of pipes and fittings in  
stainless steel. BLÜCHER® EuroPipe is produced in a variety of  
dimensions from OD 40 to 310 mm, and offers a complete program of 
bends, branches and brackets. 

The pipes can be used above as well as below ground where the low weight 
and the push-fit system make installation fast and easy.
With their large flow capacity and a minimum need for brackets,  
stainless steel pipes save real time in the installation process.
The pipes can also be used for sewage water or industrial sanitary  
discharge systems.

BLÜCHER® EuroPipe, Rio - Antirio bridge, Patra 

BLÜCHER® EuroPipe for sewage water,
Hotel Radisson, Berlin

BLÜCHER® decorative EuroPipe for rain water,
White Tower, Thessaloniki 

BLÜCHER® EuroPipe 
underground sewage system for 

Industrial discharge, Milk factory, “STAMOU”
Αcharnes - Attiki.
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Interior elegant wood & metal staircase with Meander architecture style.
Metal staircase with Meander architecture style. The ancient Greek symbol is a sign of Victory and Unity, 
symbol of the Infinite and Eternal life, but also a symbol of our path through the world.

The Meander staircase designed and constructed by STAVRIANOS®. Designed in CAD CAM system, 
and produced with metal laser cutting process. The minimalist stainless steel railings, complement 
its simple aesthetic line that corresponds to the ancient rhythm of the Meander architecture. The side  
geometrical element shown in the photo as well as the flow of geometric lines create a top design  
staircase.

Q-railing architectural web system 
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Q-web
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Stavrianos® Stainless Steel railings, Athens International Airport 

Stavrianos® Stainless steel railings,
Q-railing tube holders, Parnitha residence. 

Stavrianos® Interior staircase, ΒΜW  SPANOS showroom, Syngrou Ave. Athens

Staircase under construction BMW Spanos

 and “Vienna” grating.
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Stainless Steel 
There are various grades of stainless steel. The most popular are  qualities 304, 316. The difference 
in quality lies in the amount of substances added in order to make the material corrosion-resistant.

Quality 304 and 316
Stainless steel 304 is considered to be the industrial standard for indoor applications, where as  
stainless steel 316, with its addition of 2% of molybdenum, is very suitable for the vast majority of 
outdoor applications. The molybdenum makes the steel resistant to corrosion caused by cracks, 
bends, or pits in the surface.

Stainless steel cleaning
Although stainless steel is very strong, it is not 100% corrosion-resistant. We  
therefore recommend that you clean all railing products directly after delivery, and 
also repeat the treatment after installation. The stavrianos team offers various  
cleaning agents, suitable for this purpose: Q-ultra cleans away dirt and corrosion and 
strengthens the protective layer of stainless steel. Q-cleaner removes stains and  
enhances the luster of stainless steel. Scotch-Brite ® removes shallow scratches.

What makes a steel “stainless”
The addition of chromium to the steel results in the formation of a passivating oxide 
film with a high content of chromium oxides. This oxide film protects the surface 
of the steel against oxygen in air and water. An outstanding property of stainless steel is that the  
chromium oxide film automatically regenerates if the surface of the steel is exposed.
If any surface contamination (i.e. weather pollution) is not removed, the steel may ultimately corrode. 
To prevent this, the steel surfaces should be cleaned by means of acid pickling of the stainless steel.
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CERTIFICATES

ISO 9001:2008 STAVRIANOS® is certified in accordance with the international qual-
ity standard DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 by TÜV Nord, a global provider of technical, 
safety, and certification services. This certification confirms that the STAVRIANOS® 
quality management system meets all of the requirements for organizations that 
operate internationally.

CE (DIN EN 1090)
The CE mark (Conformité Européenne/European Conformity) for fabricated  
structural steelwork and construction-related steel or aluminium products and 
constructions became mandatory on 1st July 2014. The CE mark is a manufacturer’s  
declaration that the product or construction complies with relevant European  
standards. STAVRIANOS® stainless steel products have being CE certified.
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STAVRIANOS SA
 269 Thivon Ave., 122 44 Αigaleo-Hellas

    tel. (+30) 210 56.96.196 
    tel. (+30) 210 56.90.390
    tel. (+30) 210 56.11.587

www.stavrianos.gr
info@stavrianos.gr


